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During the course of molecular evolution, the fitness of
nongenomic nucleobases such as iso-G and iso-C may have been
explored.1-3 The iso-G‚iso-C base pair in particular may be
predicted to share several physical attributes with its isomeric
parent, G‚C, that could be advantageous in the context of abiotic
reactions. For example, apart from the same hydrogen-bond donor/
acceptor groups,4 dipole moments5 of iso-G and iso-C nucleobases
should be similar to those of G and C. Reflecting these factors,
the ab initio derived interaction energy of iso-G and iso-C in a
Watson-Crick geometry compares to that of G and C, and is
2-3-fold greater than that of (2-amino-)A and T (Figure 1).

Incorporation of iso-G‚iso-C into an expanded genetic system
has been constrained by iso-G infidelity, seen in its ability to
code for both T and iso-C. In vitro polymerase studies,6 ribosomal
translation,7 and recA-promoted DNA strand-exchange8 experi-
ments, all suffer from this phenomenon, which is consistently
explained by the coexistence of N1-H and O2-H iso-G
tautomers,9,10 and the formation of iso-G(N1-H)‚iso-C and iso-
G(O2-H)‚T Watson-Crick pairs (Figure 2). Crystallographic
observation of both Watson-Crick and wobble iso-G‚T geom-
etries in a single double helix provides the most direct evidence
to date in support of a multiple tautomer mechanism for iso-G
infidelity.11 In this structure, three water molecules are located
along the major and minor groove edges of the iso-G‚T wobble
pair, but are absent from the iso-G‚T Watson-Crick pair, owing
to the proximity of a Hoechst minor groove binding agent (Figure
2, panel B).11 These data suggest that aqueous conditions should
favor the wobble over the Watson-Crick geometry of iso-G‚T,
and thereby provide a suitable environment for replication of iso-G
and iso-C. We describe below nonenzymatic, template-directed
experiments consistent with this prediction.

Hairpin templates used in this study are shown in Figure 3.
These templates were modeled after those first reported by Wu
and Orgel.12 We have previously used this system to demonstrate
monomer oligomerization on templates bearing 2′,5′-linked
RNA.13 Deoxyribo-iso-G was incorporated into template1 using
methodology previously described.14 Each hairpin template is
composed of DNA except for a single ribo-G residue at the 3′-
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Figure 1. Summary of the Hartree-Fock 6-31G** dipole moments and
interaction energies. Thin arrows refer to dipole moments for individual
bases; thick arrows correspond to dipole moments for base pairs.
Interaction energies have been corrected for basis set superposition error.
aThis work. bReference 5b.

Figure 2. Iso-G base pairs relevent to the current study. Top, iso-G(N1-
H):iso-C Watson-Crick base pair. Bottom, two iso-G:T base-pair
geometries according to a dodecamer duplex crystal structure: Robinson,
H.; Gao, Y.-G.; Bauer, C.; Roberts, C.; Switzer, C.; Wang, A. H.-J.
Biochemistry1998, 37, 10897-10905.

Figure 3. DNA hairpin templates used in nonenzymatic oligomerization
reactions. The 3′-terminal‚riboG residue is underscored.
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terminus to facilitate oligomerization. Oligomerizations on hairpin
templates were performed in the presence of 200 mM MgCl2, 1
M NaCl, 0.2 M lutidine‚HCl, pH 8, and 100 mM activated
monomer15 at 0 °C. After 10 days, template-directed reactions
were subjected to 20% PAGE analysis and visualized by
autoradiography.

Results from template-directed oligomerization on iso-GC6

bearing template1 are given in Figure 4. Full-length product,
determined by comparison to the results from all natural templates
2 and3 (vide infra), was observed only in the presence of both
activated iso-cytidylate and guanylate monomers as seen in lane
4 versus lanes 2 and 3. Apart from indicating successful
incorporation of iso-C opposite template iso-G, these data also
support the fidelity of iso-C relative to C, and fidelity of G relative
to iso-G. Further, cooperative iso-cytidylate and guanylate residue
stacking along the template prior to covalent bond formation is
implied by formation of disproportionate quantities of products
in lane 2 asn+1-mer (iso-C alone) and lane 4 asg n+1-mers
(both iso-C and G present). A similar effect of downstream
G-residues on the incorporation of upstream A, C, or U residues
has been noted.16

To assess the fidelity of iso-G relative to the natural pyrimidines
under nonenzymatic conditions, template1 was incubated in
separate experiments with 2-MeImpC and 2-MeImpU along with
2-MeImpG. As evident in lanes 5 and 6 of Figure 4, in neither
case does full-length product form. The absence of full length
product in lane 6 is consistent with iso-G recognition of U via a
wobble rather than Watson-Crick geometry.

Templates2 and3 are designed to address the fidelity of iso-C
relative to the natural purine bases in the context of nonenzymatic
template reactions. As shown in Figure 5, template-directed
oligomerization of 2-MeImpC/G and 2-MeImpU/G on their
respective natural templates GC6 (panel A, lane 4) and AC6 (panel
B, lane 4) occurs efficiently to afford full-length product in 10
days. Control experiments with pyrimidine monomer alone for a
given cognate purine template (lane 2, panels A and B) showed
very little extension product. In contrast, control experiments
where templates2 and3 were incubated with G monomer alone
showed visible products arising from multiple incorporations
(Figure 5, lane 3, panel A (trace) and panel B). Misincorporations
at the first template position are consistent with an equilibrium
of synandanti conformers of the template A/G residues and/or
the incoming G residue, and the formation of purine(syn)‚
purine(anti) base pairs. The circumstances where the greatest

extent of misincorporation is observed, Figure 5, panel B, lanes
3 and 6, may be explained by invoking an A(syn)‚G(anti) pair.
Products of this kind were notably absent from experiments with
the iso-G bearing template1 (Figure 4, lane 3), possibly because
iso-G avoids a syn conformation. Incubation of templates2 and
3 with 2-MeImp-iso-C/G does not lead to any appreciable
difference in the quantity of full length product as compared to
the incubation with 2-MeImpG alone (Figure 5, panels A and B,
lanes 6 versus 3). These results indicate the lack of a pronounced
tendency for iso-C to misincorporate opposite A or G in a template
and be extended to longer products. However, lanes 5 and 6 of
Figure 5, panel A, show that iso-C can yield single residue
misincorporations opposite G in a template in the absence of
competing C monomer.

The regiochemical preference for phosphodiester bond forma-
tion between the terminal ribo-G of the primer and the 5′-iso-
CMP residue incorporated into full-length product from template
1 was examined by RNase T1 cleavage. RNase T1 specifically
cleaves 3′,5′-phosphodiester ribonucleoside bonds located 3′ to
a ribo-G residue.12,13The product resulting from digestion of the
oligomerization product from template1 is a single faster moving
band with similar mobility to the original template (see Supporting
Information). This result is consistent with iso-G directing the
formation of 3′,5′-phosphodiester linkages in the product strand.

In summary, in contrast to previous enzymatic experiments,
nonenzymatic conditions in an aqueous environment promote
faithful transcription of the iso-G‚iso-C base pair. This finding is
in keeping with iso-G recognition of U(T) via a wobble rather
than Watson-Crick geometry due to structural water molecules
in the helical grooves and suggests that limitations surrounding
incorporation of the iso-G‚iso-C pair into an expanded genetic
system may be avoided by appropriate engineering.
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Figure 4. Autoradiogram of 20% PAGE-analyzed template-directed
oligomerization reactions on template1 after 10 days.

Figure 5. Autoradiogram of 20% PAGE-analyzed template-directed
oligomerization reactions on templates2 (panel A) and3 (panel B) after
10 days.
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